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INTRODUCTION
Ethereum Blockchain technology allows the development of 
decentralized applications (dapps), opening exciting possibilities 
for new types of entertainment, where players can hold tokens to 
participate in the success of the game. 

FixLine is a fun, interactive game where betting is made easy. 
Fans can bet on their favorite sports, the financial markets, political 
outcomes, and more. Our interface gamifies the experience – Bets 
are displayed on betting cards, and players swipe right on bets 
they want to participate in, swipe left on bets they don’t like. This 
familiar design was chosen specifically to have a low barrier to 
entry into the world of betting. 

This brings us to our core mission - Fixline is a platform for 
everyone. Pro bettors can be the house, beginners can get started 
without having to understand betting jargon, and yield farmers 
can apply their skills to the betting world by HODLing FXL tokens. 
Fixline is created by a dedicated team of game designers and 
blockchain infrastructure experts.



Because they are more interested in creating returns for shareholders than providing 

a good gaming experience, major gambling apps will use their influence to block 

democratized betting dapps. These companies ask for a lot of personal information, 

which players don’t want to hand over. As a gamer, you are playing against these 

central operators, and the House Always Wins. 

Fixline doesn’t penalize winners or charge large percentages to withdraw. Since 

Fixline doesn’t have player accounts, no KYC needed and access is universal. Because 

it’s a peer-to-peer structure, participants bet against other players directly instead of 

a powerful entity. Anyone from anywhere in the world can be a market creator and 

design a bet on any topic. This freedom allows participants to not just spectate world 

events but rather profit off their opinions. 

PROBLEMS

Centralized Platforms: Trust and Accessibility Issues

Centralized Platforms: They Hold the Power

Betting today is blatantly exploitative, problems exist with both 
centralized and decentralized platforms. It’s time for a better way.

The betting industry is opaque and companies focus on extracting the maximum 

value from customers. If a user becomes too successful, they are penalized by their 

accounts getting closed or having their withdrawals delayed. Frequent bettors even 

expect this and work it into their calculations as a cost of doing business. If a company 

is hacked, the user’s deposited funds are at risk. Would-be gamers may be suspicious of 

how the platform distributes winnings.

 

Fixline eliminates these issues by the power of the Ethereum blockchain- payouts are 

programmatically guaranteed. Anybody can do due diligence by examining the open 

source code on etherscan. As a result, players are assured that the odds aren’t stacked 

against them. Players hold their funds in public blockchain wallets, eliminating the 

need to give Fixline custody of funds.
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Decentralized Platforms: User Interface

Other gaming dApps use overwhelming Vegas imagery or complicated statistics 

displayed which makes it difficult for the average user. The main types of betting odds 

are fractional (British) odds, decimal (European) odds, and moneyline (American) odds. 

Players must calculate their potential to win using numbers that are displayed like this: 

6/1 or 6-1 or six-to-one. For a beginner, the idea of having to use statistics and math can 

be quite off putting. 

At Fixline, the level of play is calibrated to the skill level of the player. From the home 

screen, casual gamers can select Play and see bet cards in an easy-to-read format. How 

much one stands to win is prominently displayed and players do not have to do their own 

calculations. The card stack can be sorted through using swipe left (discard) or swipe 

right (add to cart).  Professional bettors can select Create and design bets to be placed in 

Play. DeFi degens who are looking for exposure to the platform can purchase FXL tokens.

Decentralized Platforms: Expected Value

The benefits of decentralization have been well established — the removal of central 

operators, fairer games and better chances for players to win. However, there is often 

a significant amount of overhead – reducing the margins available for players. These 

platforms are limited by the types of bets they can offer because they use community 

oracles, which means the bet event has to be big enough to have a community oracle 

attached. Finally, participants on the losing side of the bet usually walk away with nothing.

Fixline is confidently and demonstrably the platform that can cater to the needs of 

professional bettors. Professional bettors calculate expected value when making a 

bet and take both sides, hoping to profit regardless of the winner. When they create a 

bet on Fixline, the transaction batched so Makers can take both sides without paying 

double gas fees. Professional bettors are used to paying commission rates of 5%- 10% 

but Fixline has a flat fee of 3%, regardless of the withdrawal amount. If these pros lose, 

they still win 5% of their bet amount back – immediately providing a better expected 

value than other platforms.

Unlike most dapps, Fixline has combined the principles of DeFi with betting. FXL token 

holders stake and receive 1% of all bet pools, meaning as Fixline adoption increases, 

token holders earn more. Fixline reduces operating costs because no results are 

pushed, the backend is light, which leads to more profits distributed to FXL holders.



Decentralized Platforms: Oracles Report for Arbitrary Events

Many other betting dapps who are tackling the problem of arbitrary betting choose 

to implement community oracles, wherein a network of nodes are responsible for 

reporting results and finalizing bets. They must rely on paid reporters that provide 

the data, and take what the majority report as the truth. These networks can’t handle 

smaller local bets like Bob’s Golf Tournament because the event has to be big enough 

to have many reporters. Reporters can incorrectly or maliciously report so a dispute 

system is required causing further delays in finalization and payout of winnings. In 

many decentralized systems, oracles have historically been the main source of attack. 

To avoid this problem, Fixline has used game theory principles to design a new way of 

reporting the results.

Fixline leverages game theory to eliminate oracles. Game theory actually works better 

when applied to blockchain because the rules are fixed and all information is made 

available to all players. Bets are resolved by the loser entering Claim Loss function, 

triggering the payout to the winner. For capitulating to the loss, players get incentives 

as 5% money back and game items. 

Player
creates bet

Player
takes bet

Player may
dispute 

oracle result

Bet
finalized

Node Node Node Node Node Node

Node Node Node Node Node Node

Node Node Node Node Node Node

Node Node Node Node Node Node

Node Node Node Node

Node Node Node Node

COMMUNITY ORACLE SYSTEMS

FIXLINE BETTING

Player
creates

bet

Player
takes
bet

Player
reports loss,
bet finalized
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This reporting system allows players to create and resolve bets of any kind, without 

the requirement of result-reporting endpoints, making Loss Capitulation the most 

powerful and practical way to make arbitrary bets. Safely bet on anything with anyone, 

just like you would bet a friend.

Due to the feature that relies on users to manually resolve bets and there is a risk some 

bets will go unreported. Fixline has addressed this risk by offering a strong incentive 

system to report the loss. The platform does not offer a Claim Win function to avoid 

fraudulent reporting. There is no way to get funds that are locked into a bet aside from 

capitulating to the loss so the only way to profit is by capitulating. The incentives to 

report include:

If a user does not report, they will only be giving up money they could otherwise claim 

and hurting their reputation, which will lead to fewer Takers in the future.  

Immediate cash back: The player automatically receives 5% of the bet pot 

back. This increases a player’s expected value of bets significantly, and by itself 

drives participation. Players can batch their reports, mitigating profit loss due 

to network (gas) fees. 

Earning ownership: Capitulators earn a share of future bet fee rewards, 

represented by the tradeable ERC-20 token called CAPs. The token starts to 

build up value and when the token is withdrawn it is burned. When users are 

the ones paying network fees to run the platform, they should also participate 

in the benefits - CAPs are a direct way to achieve that.

Better Reputation: In addition to all this, reporting increases the player’s 

reputation. Players can view a bet maker’s reputation when taking bets, so 

creators with a good reputation will do better on the platform. Less risk averse 

bet takers can choose only to play with those who they are confident will report. 

0507
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INNOVATION
Fixline is an evolution of existing crypto betting solutions by providing better liquidity 

and more efficient asset-specific automated market making for bettors and liquidity 

providers. This new Ethereum game that fits a use-case that has so far gone unfulfilled 

- arbitrary betting with no oracles.

Let’s examine Fixline’s innovation in creating more Expected Value for bettors. In sports 

betting it is every day practice for liquidity providers, the house, to take both sides of 

a bet and gear the odds so that they will earn a “vigorish”. The vig is the difference 

in between the team’s actual chances of winning and what the odds say the team’s 

chances are. 

For instance, say there’s an even matchup in a game and the chances of each team 

winning are 50/50. This would be equivalent to -100/100 odds on the bet. However, the 

house will set the odds at -110/110 instead - whatever difference equates to about a 5% 

discrepancy between the real and calculated chances. 

If a bettor takes one side or the other on these bets, they would calculate the expected 

value of the bet as follows:

 Bet-  10 ETH      Odds  -110

        Chance to win 50%

 Expected value =  (Probability of Win x Money Won) - (Probability of Loss x Money Lost)

 With odds of -110, you win 9.91 ETH if your side wins. 

 So, EV = (0.5 * 9.91) - (0.5 * 10) = -0.045 ETH

Remember that with Fixline you can be the house and craft bets like this, so you can 

be the one who has an expected value of +0.045 on this bet.

Traditional bettors also have to factor in the chances that the house will try to limit 

them, ban them, choose not to pay them out, or perform other shady practices. With 

Fixline, all of those possibilities are eliminated, payout is guaranteed by the blockchain.

Any good dapp will allow you to be the house, but with Fixline there are extra benefits. 

When you report your losses in Fixline, not only do you get 5% of the winnings back, 

but you also get CAPS, which earn you a percentage of all future bets.

While the 5% back does not affect the bettor’s EV, since it changes the amount users 

stand to win and lose equally, the CAPS do improve EV since it pays the user out for 

all future bets. 
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Bet Socially

You wager directly against friends and other
fans. Bet on Politics, eSports, Live Sports,

Olympics, and more!

Earn Crypto

Play to Earn.

Intuitive

Swipe right to place a bet. Swipe left
to discard.

Gamified

Beginners welcome! Don’t need experience
with calculating odds.

Be The House 

Accessible

Create your own odds, design your own bet.
Cut out the bookmaker.

No Personal info, no verification handed over.

Trustworthy

Open source code. Payouts automated. 

DeFi for Betting

Hold Yield Farm Tokens and earn
passive income.
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Let’s say this bet pays you out 10% of the total supply of CAPS when you lose. Now 

calculating EV begins to get a bit more complicated, since it should factor in the future 

rewards you will get for your CAPS, which is unpredictable.

 

Winners pay 1% to the CAPS holders overall, so on this bet you stand to win 1% less, so 

without factoring in future rewards your EV is decreased.

 EV = (0.5 * 9.71) - (0.5 * 10) = -0.145 ETH

However, the CAPS you earn for losing now passively earn you ETH as others, or 

yourself, continue to bet with Fixline. Say ten more bets with the exact same parameters 

occur, and you have staked 20% of your CAPS supply that you earned from this bet, so 

for each bet your CAPS will pay out 0.2% of the winnings. So, each of these bets pays you 

0.04 ETH. These ten bets have paid you 0.4 ETH in total. So the EV of your previous bet 

that earned you CAPS is now:

 EV = (0.5 * 10.11) - (0.5 * 10) = 0.055 eth

That’s right, just by owning and staking CAPS the expected value of your bet has 

become positive! And this doesn’t even factor in the future rewards you continue to 

make on bets. That’s the advantage of betting with Fixline.

The only way to get CAPS is to make bets with Fixline and report your losses - using the 

platform earns you ownership of it, an unprecedented reward that makes Fixline the 

most profitable place to bet.
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YIELD FARM ECONOMICS

Can the principles of yield farming be applied to a betting platform 
to offer something unique in the marketplace? The Fixline team 
wanted to give cash back to everyone that is in the bet pool, not 
just the winners.
 
Bet Pot distribution: Winners receive 90% of the pot and loss 
capitulators receive 5%. This leaves a remaining 5% reward pool to 
distribute to people who believe in the platform. 

The function of the token economy is to align incentives within the 
network between all participants, rewarding healthy participation 
and punishing malicious behavior.

There are two types of tokens:

CAPs: When players resolve their bets by claiming a loss on the platform, they 

earn CAPs. Users may stake their CAPs and begin earning their share of the fee 

rewards. 1% of bet winnings are given to CAPs stakers (divided equally) out of 

the 5% set aside from each bet pool. The more bets someone takes part in, the 

more CAPs tokens they get. Even if they only do one bet on Fixline’s platform, 

they hold CAPs tokens and participate in perpetuity.  

5% 5%
INVESTORLOSS



The name CAPs comes from the bet’s losing side capitulating to the 

winner. The supply of these ERC-20 tokens starts at 0 and slowly increases 

proportionally with bet volume. The value of CAPs tokens will fluctuate and can 

be traded in markets like Uniswap. As the platform gets more users, the reward 

pool amounts will increase, tokens will yield more value. 

FXL: Where CAPs are earned through participation, FXL are purchased as a 

yield farm token. Similar to CAPs, 1% of bet winnings are given to FXL holders 

divided equally from the 5% reward from each pool. All FXL stakers also gain 

an amount of tokens equivalent to the corresponding FXL share percent, 

yielding tokens and exponentiating the rewards for stakers. This way the 

percent of the FXL total token a user holds is not diminished when new 

tokens are minted. The supply of these ERC-20 tokens starts at 24 million and 

increases proportionally with bet volume. 

To make an analogy, if you had 100 shares of Apple, a $10 move would net 

you $1,000 of profit. When the stock does a 1-to-4 split, you would have 

400 shares and the same $10 move would net you $4,000 of profit but your 

initial investment didn’t go up. FXL staking is like a skewed stock split that 

favors those who are actively participating in the platform. When bets are 

resolved, FXL stakers yield more tokens, whereas non-stakers do not receive 

the yield but still benefit from the rise in market value of these new tokens 

on decentralized exchanges.  This changes staker’s total ownership of FXL in 

their favor and exponentiates staker’s fee rewards. The rest of the pot that isn’t 

shared to CAPs and FXL holders goes to Fixline as a fee, currently 3% but that 

may diminish in the future.

FXL holders may trade their tokens on any ERC-20 trading Ethereum DEX. 

Users can sell their FXL tokens or CAPs on Uniswap for ETH, or simply earn 

passive token income and enjoy HODLing more tokens. 
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Fixline
Token

Contract

Loss

App

Cap
Contract
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Blue boxes:  FXL tokens are only purchased during the ICO sale. Once the 

token sale is complete, investors will always have that share of the pool. New 

tokens are airdropped to all holders every time a bet is resolved, but their 

portion of the pool remains the same. 

Green boxes: When bets are placed, makers and takers get a -100 hit to their 

reputation. Once they report, they get +150, so their rep overall increases by 50 

points. Reputation is important for card placement.

Orange boxes:  When a user reports a loss in the app, they mint CAPs tokens 

for themselves which are irrevocably granted. Stakers will continue to be 

holders in the pool and receive rewards until they withdraw. They also mint FXL 

which are granted to the investors. It’s important to know the investor’s share 

of the pool stays the same but they get more tokens which farms yield.

Purple boxes: Stakers get paid out based on their proportion of the pool and 

can check their balance in the app. Out of the 5% reward pool, FXL tokens 

receive 1% and CAPs tokens receive 1%. For example, if $1M was placed in bets 

on a given week, the winners would take home $900k, capitulators would take 

$50,000. Out of the reward pool, Fixline’s fee would be $30,000, FXL holders 

would receive equal parts of $20,000 and capitulators would receive equal 

parts of $20,000. 
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ROADMAP
Our minimum viable product is live and functioning on Fixline.io. Many companies 

often use vaporware to increase their token sales. The Fixline team wanted to allow 

users to try before they buy and see the power of the platform. Check it out and 

perhaps participate in a bet yourself! 

What’s really exciting is what comes next. Fixline is undertaking to become the 

most powerful platform for betting online. There is an opportunity to go beyond a 

traditional betting site and offer a rich gaming experience. There are many avenues for 

the Fixline gaming ecosystem, such as the below ideas:

This arbitrary betting feature will allow users 
to create their own bets on any topic, with any 

amount. This allows non-mainstream bet 
topics which aren’t offered anywhere else.

 There will be special attention on the 
financial markets and live sports, the two 

most popular bet categories.

Stock option activity exceeds stock trades in a 
given day, which means betting on price 

movements is more popular than investing in 
the asset. The staggering size of financial 

markets showcase an global target audience 
even larger than the sports betting market 

which makes up 40% of all betting categories. 

The loss capitulation rewards will be items within 
the game economy that have real utility. Users 
can spend CAPs to play other luck based games 
like dice or purchase mystery boxes that contain 
branded collectable NFTs or in-game utility cards. 
The utility cards can be: 

1. Colorful design skins to make your bet stand 
out- Fixline will offer the opportunity to customize 
bet cards with colorful designs to make them 
stand out in the pack. These skins will be colorful 
and can be designed with special events like 
elections or Olympics. 

2. Advertise your bet in the Trending Bets section. 

3. Bet vouchers and premium placement.

4. Win straight ETH cash rewards.   

Our search method will allow bet Takers 
to scan cards in any topic they want, and 

the trending board will showcase the 
most popular bet topics. Makers could 

advertise their bets within the platform, 
similar to Twitter’s promoted tweets. 

Fixline will have a branded event room 
where people can purchase tickets to 
watch parties for events in metaverse 
dapps. Live audience participation has 
been curtailed due to Coronavirus but 

fans still yearn for the communal 
experience, even if only virtually.   



PREMIER LEAGUE FOOTBALL CLUB
ENTERS VR PARTNERSHIP WITH

FixLine is a cryptocurrency betting site that is re-imagining 
betting as a fun gaming experience. Our devoted fan base 
regularly places bets with each other on Premier League matches.

The next step is to partner with clubs to offer watch parties - 
FixLine has a virtual event space on the blockchain metaverse 
to host fans. The lounge can be customized with specific team 
branding. Star players will create exciting behind-the-scenes 
content which fans will be able to purchase as unique VR 
experiences.

Cryptocurrency allows clubs to monetize virtual goods and 
experiences. The payments are fast, seamless, and from 
anywhere in the world. Virtual currency has a big future
in football:

 Arsenal and Southampton FC creating fan experiences    
 with a vendor who accepts cryptocurrency as payment

 Football transfers and salaries paid in Bitcoin 

  Japanese soccer star creates his own cryptocurrency for   
 fans to own and get exclusive content via private channels   
 on Discord

 Bundesliga team releases blockchain trading cards

HOW IT WORKS 

We film exclusive content like 
one-on-one with players, stadium tours, 
manager comments. We build a branded 
virtual room to host the content and 
unlock it prior to kickoff time.

Fans can enter the room from buying 
tickets on the app and chat among each    
other, interact with the content and 
quizzes prior to kickoff. We can stream 
the match or just provide a place for fans 
to gather for a virtual watch party. Fans 
can view on mobile, web browser, or VR 
headset.

The advantage is the club gets a 
diversified revenue stream at a time 
when social distancing guidelines have 
impacted ticket sales. Tickets can be sold 
to fans worldwide. With blockchain, all 
payments seamlessly flow to the club 
when the sale is made. Smart contracts 
allow for complete transparency and trust. 

WHO 
DO YOU 

SUPPORT?

70%
30%

Give Premier League fans worldwide the change to take in the matchday experience virtually. 

STEP INTO THE FUTURE WITH US! CONTACT INFO@FIXLINE.IO TODAY
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OCCASIONAL VIEWERS

GLOBAL  2019 - 2022
ESPORTS AUDIENCE GROWTH

CAGR:+15.7%

ESPORTS ENTHUSIASTS

2019 2020 2021 2022

454M

518M

580M

645M

eSports Viewership has been increasing yearly 
and the eSports audience size worldwide is 
495M. The global sports betting market was 

valued at $104.31 billion and is growing by 10% 
each year until 2024. 

With all this healthy growth, there’s a lot of competition 
– Many betting dApps are releasing on both Ethereum 
and Tron. These alternatives have largely copied the 
interface of existing sites. Fixline’s differentiation is 
that (1) our interface is easier for beginners (2) even 
people who lose the bet get 5% of their money back
and (3) we cover more topics than just eSports.

Trends of increased blockchain adoption, 
increased eSports viewership, and increased 
mobile betting is accelerating at an even 
faster pace than predicted due to the effects of 
the Coronavirus. 
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CAGR - 10%
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201M

253M

233M

285M

264M

316M

297M

347M

Mobile betting is seeing tremendous 
growth with easier-to-use 

applications and now accounts for 
over 25% of all online gambling. With 
the expansion of digital connectivity, 

online sports betting will take a larger 
share of the total betting market, 

reaching $87.75 billion by 2023.

2020-1 has been a good year for adoption of cryptocurrencies 
and decentralized applications. Fixline.io saw an opportunity to 
tap into multiple markets.  
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Our game is for anyone over 18 who has an opinion 
about an upcoming event.

Completely new to crypto 
betting? No problem! Click 

Play and easily swipe through 
bets without needing to 

master probability and odds. 
Best of all there’s something 

for all interests – financial 
markets, eSports, and 

political bets. 

Beginners
Experts

Yield farmers

Be the House by clicking Create 
to set the odds and bet on any 

topic you desire. As an 
experienced bettor, you can set 
your own odds if you believe the 
consensus line offered on other 

platforms is incorrect.  Fixline 
keeps things simple, but still 

enables all the normal activities 
pro bettors would expect from a 

powerful betting platform. 

The Decentralized Finance 
paradigm offers new ways to 
buy, hold and stake tokens to 

gain ownership in dApps. If you 
are a crypto enthusiast, you can 

receive passive income by 
staking the FXL yield farm 

token. Earn additional rewards 
from playing. 

USERS
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HOW TO PLAY FIXLINE
There are Makers and Takers of bets. If you desire to design a bet, 
hit Create on the Home Screen. If you desire to browse bets, you 
can select Play from the Home Screen. 

CREATE

Click “Create” to be the house. Makers choose the 

betting odds - the odds of a bet are known and 

agreed upon beforehand by the parties involved. 

Makers may use our API data driven approach to easily 

make well-defined bets, or craft an arbitrary bet that 

may or may not have a concrete definition or well-established end-point.

After selecting the event, Makers must set the odds. Odds represent 

the probability of the team winning. The minus sign (-) indicates the 

favorite while the plus sign (+) indicates the underdog. 

Examples:

Pro bettors often bet on both sides of a match with different odds, 

hoping to profit regardless of the outcome. Here you can decide to 

take both sides at once, or choose which side you want to take. 

Betting platforms across the internet implicitly interact to create 

1. -110 (favorite odds): For every $110 wagered, I win $100. Favorite 

odds represent a higher chance to win, with a lower payout. This is a 

commonly used odds.

2. +300 (underdog odds): For every $100 wagered, I win $300. Underdog 

odds represent a lower chance to win, with a higher payout.

3. 0 (even odds): For every $100 wagered, I win $100. Even odds may not 

be a good line compared to the consensus line, you may want to take 

care to ensure your bets are good in the current market.



Click “Play” to pick a category and browse through 

existing bets by swiping right if you would like to 

participate and swiping left to discard the bet offer. 

Bets you swiped right on will be added to a cart. 

When you are ready to checkout, click the cart icon 

and pay using your Ethereum wallet.

You will see a number for reputation on the top right jazzicon. This 

is determined by the behavior of the Maker on the platform. If 

they resolve bets, they will have a higher reputation score. Higher 

reputation also grants them better placement in the card deck. 

19

“consensus lines”. Pro bettors often use their research to determine if 

they believe the consensus line is incorrect and try to bet against it. 

It is important when designing an Arbitrary Bet that the question 

isn’t subjective or ambiguous. After creating your bet with the Create 

flow, you will be taken to checkout and prompted to confirm the 

transaction using an Ethereum wallet. Your bet will then be placed in 

the Play flow for Takers to accept the other side of the bet. 

PLAY
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At the end of the event (Bet Expiry time is set by 

the Maker) you can click Bet History to see the bet 

information. If you lost, click Resolve Bets and click 

Claim Loss. By claiming a loss, you will pay a slight 

transaction fee to the Ethereum blockchain. Fees 

vary by many factors and are not set by Fixline. This Claim Loss button 

does multiple things: 

The bet status shows Resolved and releases 90% of the bet pot to 

the winner, 5% to the loss capitulator, and 5% to token holders. 

The loss capitulator mints CAPs tokens, which enables them to be in 

the 5% reward pool and earn passive income. Each bet pool on the 

platform pays 1% to all CAPs holders distributed equally. In addition 

to all this, you also improve your reputation on the platform. Good 

reputation increases the likelihood your bet will be accepted by 

others. Similar to a good seller score on Amazon, a good rep will 

increase the other sides’ confidence that you are a good faith actor on 

the platform.

If you Win – The winner’s on-contract balance is automatically 

updated when losses are claimed, winners can’t manually claim. 

Bets should be resolved shortly after Bet Expiry time. If you are 

waiting for the other side to Claim Loss, mention your game on the 

Discord channel – https://discord.com/invite/RSUgH5u. After a period 

of 2 months, the status on the bet will be unclaimed. 

RESOLUTION

https://discord.com/invite/RSUgH5u.
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PLATFORM STAGES 
Fixline’s platform has these stages for an end-to-end bet.

1
2
3
4

Create: Experienced bettors can create a bet event on any topic. 

As Makers, they provide liquidity, take both sides, and create 

relevant tags. They push the bet to the Taker side of the platform.

Play:  Beginner bettors search categories that interest them – 

Financial, political, sports, esports, and more. They see a card 

stack and swipe left for bets they want to discard, right for 

bets they like. The intuitive card swiping interface gamifies 

the experience. All relevant bet information is prominently 

displayed, no calculations required. 

Report: After event completes, the bet participant 

who lost must go to Bet History and Claim Loss. 

Doing so wins a capitulation (CAPs) token, 5% of 

the bet amount back, and better reputation. By 

rewarding the reporter, Fixline incentivizes accurate 

resolutions.

Settlement: The pot amount is distributed: 

100% = Winner 90% + Loss Capitulator 5% + ICO 

token Holders 1% + CAPs token Holders 1% + 

Admin Fee 3%.
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FAQS
What is FixLine?

Why is Fixline better than other betting platforms?

How do I connect with the FixLine community?

FixLine is a fun, interactive game where betting is made easy. Fans can bet on 

their favorite sports, the financial markets, political outcomes, and more all 

without having to understand betting terms.

Fixline uses the Ethereum blockchain and smart-contract functionality to provide 

a provably fair decentralized betting application. The home screen is where you 

decide to be the maker or the taker of the bet.

Everyone wins: the losing side of the bet usually walks away with nothing, but 

not at Fixline. Bets are resolved by the losing side capitulating and claiming 

a loss. In return they get 5% back, CAPs tokens to farm yield, and increased 

reputation on the platform.

Peer to Peer: Fixline is a betting platform where people wager against 

one another instead of betting against a sportsbook. It’s similar to sharing 

economy apps like Uber or Airbnb where the platform operator takes a small 

percentage of transactions. This allows players to ‘be the house’ and is the 

most efficient market for sports betting.

Active and Passive Income:  Fixline is a play-to-earn crypto game and also 

offers the ability to farm tokens for passive income. Our roadmap includes 

nonfungible tokens like card skins used to decorate the bets on the platform. 

These will become collectibles that players can resell as digital art from their 

Ethereum wallet.

Discord -  https://discord.com/invite/RSUgH5u

Twitter - https://twitter.com/FixLine9

Medium - https://fixlineapp.medium.com/

Telegram - https://t.me/fixlineapp

Reddit- https://www.reddit.com/user/FixLine9 

Email the team at info@fixline.io

https://twitter.com/FixLine9
https://fixlineapp.medium.com/
https://t.me/fixlineapp
https://www.reddit.com/user/FixLine9
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Why can’t I claim a win?

How are my winnings calculated?

How do I collect my money?

What if bettors in my group are not claiming?

Can I earn passive income on Fixline?

What information do I have to provide for signup? 

Fixline has a unique resolution method, we do not automatically push results 

of the bets. The bettors in the group should manually claim.  In order to avoid 

fraudulent claims, only Claim Loss is allowed. 

Fixline showcases the amount you will win on the bet card and in bet history. 

Out of the total amount of the pot, you win 90%. If you lose the bet, you will win 5% 

of the bet amount back. The other 5% goes to platform rewards.

Hit Withdraw on the Profile screen. Before you withdraw, we recommend 

checking ETH gas prices to ensure the cost of the transaction does not exceed 

your winnings. You may allow other bet amounts to accumulate and then hit 

Withdrawal to optimize for fees. Gas fees are charged by the Ethereum network 

and Fixline has no control over fluctuation in rates. 

If time has passed and no one claims the loss, you can elevate on our Discord 

channel, found at https://discord.com/invite/RSUgH5u. State your game and ask 

your bettors to resolve. Bet parties want to resolve because not doing so will 

negatively impact their future bets. 

You can purchase and stake FXL tokens https://app.fixline.io/buyfxl. The yield 

farm token earns 1% divided evenly on every bet pool and additional tokens are 

airdropped to everyone without affecting the percentage of the total pool. You 

may check your balance on Profile and withdraw anytime. FXL provides a 

sustainable source of value to stakers. 

None! You do not have to create an account, deposit funds, or complete any KYC 

procedures. It’s fully decentralized and anonymous and will stay that way. 

Fixline never sees, stores, or distributes your data in any way. The only data used 

by Fixline is the bet data you intentionally create publicly on the Ethereum 

blockchain.

Email the team with suggestions 
at info@fixline.io


